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A successful start!

► The children have settled and learned the routines and expectations 

quickly.

► We are making sure that in our day there is a strong focus on building 

relationships, communication and language  and wellbeing.

► Adaptations to our ‘normal’ practice have actually turned into 

positives! More time for PE, a quieter lunch in the hall and more 

space on the playground to run around and use the equipment.

► The drop off system has enabled the children to gain independence 

much quicker than previous years.



Our busy day…

► Video of the chn



Remote Learning

► On the school website there will be a password protected Remote 

Learning Section.

► On here there will be a detailed timetable for each year group for each 

week. This timetable will outline the lessons that are being covered in 

school and links to resources.

► If your child needs to self isolate you can access the website 

immediately to source work to complete at home. You could also utilise 

these materials if your child feels they need reinforcement of a lesson 

that they have had at school.

► You will be able to share your child’s learning at home through Tapestry 

which we will monitor and respond to. 





Curriculum coverage

► Our topics this year are:

► Autumn 1- Autumn and Harvest

► Autumn 2- Celebrations

► Spring 1- People who help us

► Spring 2- Growing (Visit from Dave)

► Summer 1- Houses and Homes (We hope to have a trip to Rockingham Castle)

► Summer 2- Let’s pretend

► If you have any expertise in any of these topics please let us know!



Reading in Reception

•Daily Phonics as a whole class (15 mins a day)

•Daily guided reading (10 mins a day)

•Daily storytime (10 mins a day)

•Weekly red word work (5 mins a day plus the opportunity to 
rehearse words 1:1 in a fun way each week)

•Reading through continuous provision and in the moment 
planning.

In achievement assembly we celebrate when children have read 
100 times and will have a reading eggs star each week.



Phonics- what you need to know!

•We use RWInc to teach the children how to read and write. On the 

school website there is more information about the scheme and some 

useful links (Our learning-phonics)

•We start by learning what sound each letter makes (Set 1 sounds). 

Each sound is accompanied by a picture which helps the children 

remember it. The children must use PURE sounds, so avoid any ‘ugh’ 

sounds when pronouncing them. 

Search on youtube ‘parent video: how to say the sounds’ 



Phonics- what you need to know

When READING a word we ask the children to ‘sound it out’ or ‘Fred talk’ the 
word then BLEND it together e.g. when reading the word cat, the child will say c-
a-t, cat. Try at home using your finger to point to each letter for your child then 
sweep your finger across the bottom of it. (see ‘Parent video: sound blending’ 
on youtube)

When WRITING a word the children will start with the whole word and have to 
break it (segment) into individual sounds to help them write it. We encourage 
them to use their ‘Fred fingers’ to sound out a word (Search ‘Parent video: 
spelling’ on youtube)



Phonics- what you need to know

Throughout the year we will send home ‘word time’ sheets which will help you focus on reading 

and spelling GREEN WORDS and NONSENSE WORDS based on the sounds we have 

taught in school.

Each week we will send home a RED WORD on a tag as well as a fun game to rehearse 

them at home (this is also played in school).  



What can you do at home to support 

your child this year?

► Read with your child every day! Reading books, Reading eggs and Fast Phonics. For 

reluctant readers, make it fun, bring it into real life e.g. reading signs and recipes, 

try not to pressure them, develop a routine. 

► Use resources sent home to reinforce learning in school- sound stickers, red word 

games sent each week, word time sheets, summer toolkit, marvellous maths sheets

► Upload to Tapestry as this helps us build up a bigger picture of the child.



Reminders

- Please only change books on your allocated day, and use 

reading eggs in addition to the home reading books

- Sign reading logs so we can monitor the reading taking 

place at home

- Ensure all reading packs are in school; especially on a 

Monday when we monitor the logs.

- Try not to compare your child to others around 

them...they all develop at different rates.



Christmas Play

► We hope to be able to put on a play with the children, although it 

is highly unlikely we will be able to invite families in.

► We plan to film the children performing so that they still have this 

memorable experience and you can still enjoy it.



Contact 

► Class 1 Teacher email: beth.pattle@mawsley.org.uk

laura.clayton@mawsley.org.uk

► Class 2 Teacher email: beccs.underwood@mawsley.org.uk

► Please be assured that if we have any concerns we will make 

contact to discuss these with you.
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